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NEW QUESTION: 1
You plan to onboard 10 new developers.
You need to recommend a development environment that meets the
following requirements:
* Integrates with GitHub
* Provides integrated debugging tools
* Supports remote workers and hot-desking environments
* Supports developers who use browsers, tablets, and
Chromebooks
What should you recommend?
A. Xamarin Studio
B. MonoDevelop
C. Visual Studio Codespaces
D. VS Code
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Visual Studio Codespaces is built to accommodate the widest
variety of projects or tasks, including GitHub and integrating
debugging.
Visual Studio Codespaces conceptually and technically extends
the Visual Studio Code Remote Development extensions.
In addition to "backend" environments, Visual Studio Codespaces
supports these "frontend" editors:
* Visual Studio Code
* Visual Studio Code-based editor in the browser
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/sv-se/visualstudio/codespaces/overvi
ew/what-is-vsonline

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician needs to make several patch cables. Which of the
following tools would the technician use to attach the RJ-45
ends to the cables?
A. Loopback plug
B. Crimpers
C. Punch down
D. Cable tester
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://mcb.berkeley.edu/labs/krantz/pdf/guide_to_crim
ping_cat5_cat6_connectors.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
A new proxy API needs to be created, security added, and
published to the Sandbox catalog. Which is the correct sequence
of steps that should be taken to perform these tasks?
Answer:
Explanation:
1 - Import or create a new ApI definition
2 - Add the API definition in a product definition
3 - Add security definitions to the ApI definition
4 - Referance the security definitions in the Security section
of the API
5 - Publish the Product definition in the Sandbox catalog

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C
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